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Abstract—In this paper, the lightning-generated electromagnetic
fields over lossy ground produced by lightning strikes either to
flat ground or to a tall tower are calculated using the 2-D finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The resultant horizontal
and vertical electric fields are used as forcing functions in the dis-
cretized Agrawal electromagnetic coupling equations for the calcu-
lation of induced voltages on overhead horizontal conductors with-
out employing the Cooray–Rubinstein formula. Comparison of the
results with those obtained using the 3-D FDTD method and with
experimental data found in the literature is used to test the validity
of the examined method. The approach employed here generally
provides sufficient accuracy while allowing significant reduction in
computation time and storage requirements as compared to the 3-D
FDTD method. From the analysis carried out in this paper, induced
voltages appear to be strongly dependent on ground conductivity,
somewhat influenced by return-stroke speed, and essentially inde-
pendent of return-stroke model [transmission-line (TL), modified
transmission line with linear current decay with height (MTLL),
or modified transmission line with exponential current decay with
height (MTLE)].

Index Terms—Electromagnetic coupling model, finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method, lightning electromagnetic pulse
(LEMP), lightning-induced voltage.

NOMENCLATURE

H Length of the lightning return-stroke channel.
h Height of the strike object.
d Shortest distance between the overhead line

and the lightning return-stroke channel.
I(0, t) Lightning channel base current.
I(z, t) Current in the strike object and lightning

return-stroke channel at height z.
v Return-stroke speed.
c Speed of light in free space.
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ρgr Current reflection coefficient at the channel
base (ground) in the case of strikes to flat
ground.

ρtop Current reflection coefficient at the top of
the strike object for upward propagating
waves.

ρbot Current reflection coefficient at the bottom of
the strike object.

∆z Spatial discretization interval along the z-axis
in the 2-D FDTD integration scheme.

∆r Spatial discretization interval in the radial di-
rection in the 2-D FDTD integration scheme.

∆x Spatial discretization interval along the x-
axis in the discretization of Agrawal coupling
equations.

∆t Time discretization interval.
Er Horizontal component of the lightning-

generated electric field.
Ez Vertical component of the lightning-

generated electric field.
Hϕ Horizontal component of the lightning-

generated magnetic field.
[vs

p(x, t)] Matrix of the scattered voltage vector.
[vp(x, t)] Matrix of the total voltage vector.
[ve

p(x, t)] Matrix of the exciting (or incident) voltage
vector.

[ip(x, t)] Matrix of the current vector along the over-
head line.

hp Height of conductor p above ground.
[Ee

x(x, hp , t)] Matrix of the horizontal component of the ex-
citing (or incident) electric field vector along
the x-axis at the pth conductor’s height hp .

Ee
z (x, 0, t) Vector of the vertical component of the inci-

dent electric field.
[L′

pq ] Per-unit-length inductance matrix of the line.
[C ′

pq ] Per-unit-length capacitance matrix of the line.
[ξ′pq ] Transient ground resistance matrix.
[R0 ], [RL ] Matrices of resistances at the line

terminations.
σ Conductivity of the medium.
ε Permittivity of the medium.
µ0 Permeability of free space.
ε0 Permittivity of free space.
σg Conductivity of the earth.
εrg Relative permittivity of the earth.
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Rg Grounding resistance of line’s neutral
conductor.

λ Current decay height constant.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IGHTNING is a major natural source of electromagnetic
radiation that interferes with modern electric and commu-

nication systems. The evaluation of lightning-induced voltages
typically involves the calculation of the lightning return-stroke
electromagnetic field variation along the considered line and a
field-to-transmission line coupling model [1]–[5] that describes
the interaction of lightning electromagnetic fields with that line.

The ground conductivity plays a role in the evaluation of
both lightning-radiated electromagnetic fields and the line pa-
rameters. The line parameters include the longitudinal ground
impedance and the transverse ground admittance, which are both
frequency-dependent. The latter can generally be neglected for
typical overhead lines, due to its small contribution to the overall
transverse admittance of the line [6]. Rachidi et al. [7] showed
that for lines whose length does not exceed a certain “criti-
cal” value (typically 2 km) and for the strike point equidistant
from the line terminations, the surge propagation along the line
is not appreciably affected by the ground finite conductivity,
and therefore, the ground impedance can also be neglected. In
general, however, the ground impedance should be taken into
account. In this study, we will neglect the ground impedance
and show that this assumption is apparently justified for all the
configurations considered in Section III.

For the calculation of lightning-radiated fields over finitely
conducting ground, the inclusion of lossy ground effects is nec-
essary, especially for the calculation of the horizontal electric
field. Many authors have resorted to the so-called Cooray–
Rubinstein approximate formula [8]–[10]. Limits of validity
of this formula relative to the exact solution were examined
by Wait [11]. It appears to be inapplicable for distances closer
than about 200 m and for very-low-conductivity ground (e.g.,
0.1 mS/m). It is worth noting that the Cooray–Rubinstein for-
mula can be derived from a more general equation presented by
Shoory et al. [12].

Hoidalen et al. [13] have used a new analytical formulation to
calculate the lightning-induced voltages. Its accuracy is believed
to be reasonable when the overhead line is located 100 m to
10 km from the lightning channel, the ground conductivity is
higher than 0.001 S/m, the length of the line is shorter than 1 km,
and for the first few microseconds, when the maximum induced
voltage often occurs.

Baba and Rakov [14] calculated lightning-induced voltages
for lightning strikes to flat ground and to a tall grounded ob-
ject using the TL model extended to include a tall strike ob-
ject without invoking any electromagnetic coupling model [15],
[16]. Their calculations were carried out using the 3-D finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method, and induced voltages
on a horizontal conductor were calculated by directly integrat-
ing the vertical electric field from the ground surface to the wire
height.

Fig. 1. Configuration to be analyzed using the 2-D FDTD method. (a) Side
view. (b) Plan view.

In this paper, we employ a 2-D FDTD method for calcula-
tion of lightning-generated electromagnetic fields above lossy
ground. Induced voltages are found using the Agrawal electro-
magnetic coupling model that describes the interaction of these
fields with overhead lines. Computed results are compared with
those obtained using a more rigorous 3-D FDTD method and
with experimental data. We show that our approach provides
sufficient accuracy while being more computationally efficient
than that based on the 3-D FDTD method.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Calculation of the Horizontal and Vertical Electric Fields

The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The length
of the lightning return-stroke channel is H. It is assumed to be
straight and vertical. The channel base current is I(0, t) and the
return-stroke propagation speed is v.

The current distribution I(z, t) along the lightning channel
for the case of lightning strikes to flat ground for three TL-type
models is given by the following

Transmission line model [17]:

I (z, t) = I
(
0, t − z

v

)
. (1)

Modified transmission line model with linear current decay with
height (MTLL model) [18]:

I (z, t) =
(
1 − z

H

)
I

(
0, t − z

v

)
. (2)
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Modified TL model with exponential current decay with height
(MTLE model) [19]:

I (z, t) = e−z/λI
(
0, t − z

v

)
. (3)

The current distribution I(z, t) along the lightning channel
based on the TL model for the case of lightning strikes to a tall
grounded object of height h is given by [15], [16]

I(z, t) =
1 − ρtop

2

×
∞∑

k=0




ρk
botρ

k
topI

(
h, t − h − z

c
− 2kh

c

)

+ρk+1
bot ρk

topI

(
h, t − h + z

c
− 2kh

c

)

,

0 ≤ z ≤ h (along the strike object) (4)

I(z, t) =
1 − ρtop

2

×




I

(
h, t − z − h

v

)

+
∞∑

k=1

ρk
botρ

k−1
top (1 + ρtop)I

(
h, t − z − h

v
− 2kh

c

)

,

h ≤ z (along the lightning channel) (5)

where ρbot and ρtop are the current reflection coefficients at the
bottom of the strike object and at the top of the object, respec-
tively, and k is an index representing the successive multiple
reflections occurring at the two ends of the strike object.

The 2-D FDTD meshes are illustrated in Fig. 2, and the finite-
difference equations for the horizontal electric field Er , vertical
electric field Ez , and horizontal magnetic fiel, Hϕ can be written
as in (6)–(8), shown at the bottom of the page [20]

In this paper, we employ the first-order Mur absorbing
boundary conditions [21] in order to simulate unbounded
space.

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional FDTD meshes in cylindrical coordinates.

B. Coupling of Electromagnetic Field to Overhead Line

For the case of a multiconductor line, the Agrawal coupling
model [4] can be written in the time domain as

∂

∂x

[
vs

p(x, t)
]
+ [L′

pq ]
∂

∂t
[ip(x, t)] + [ξ′pq ] ⊗

∂

∂x
[ip(x, t)]

=
[
Ee

x(x, hp , t)
]

(9)

∂

∂x
[ip(x, t)] + [C ′

pq ]
∂

∂t

[
vs

p(x, t)
]

= 0 (10)

where [vs
p(x, t)] is related to the total voltage [vp(x, t)] by the

following expression:[
vs

p(x, t)
]

= [vp(x, t)] −
[
ve

p(x, t)
]

(11)

where [ve
p(x, t)] = −

∫ hp

0 Ee
z (x, z, t)dz ≈ −hpE

e
z (x, 0, t) and

“⊗” denotes the convolution integral.
The boundary conditions, for the case of resistive termina-

tions, are[
vs

p(x0 , t)
]

= −[R0 ][ip(x0 , t)] + [hp ]Ee
z (x0 , 0, t) (12)[

vs
p(xL , t)

]
= [RL ][ip(xL , t)] + [hp ]Ee

z (xL , 0, t) (13)

where [R0] and [RL ] are the matrices of the line termination
resistances.

En+1
r

(
i +

1
2
, j

)
=

2ε − σ∆t

2ε + σ∆t
En

r

(
i +

1
2
, j

)
− 2∆t

(2ε + σ∆t)∆z

[
Hn+(1/2)

ϕ

(
i +

1
2
, j +

1
2

)
− Hn+(1/2)

ϕ

(
i − 1

2
, j +

1
2

)]
(6)

En+1
z

(
i, j +

1
2

)
=

2ε − σ∆t

2ε + σ∆t
En

z

(
i, j +

1
2

)
+

2∆t

(2ε + σ∆t)ri∆r

[
ri+(1/2)H

n+(1/2)
ϕ

(
i +

1
2
, j +

1
2

)

− ri−(1/2)H
n+(1/2)
ϕ

(
i − 1

2
, j +

1
2

)]
(7)

Hn+1/2
ϕ

(
i +

1
2
, j +

1
2

)
= Hn−1/2

ϕ

(
i +

1
2
, j +

1
2

)
+

∆t

µ0∆r

[
En

z

(
i + 1, j +

1
2

)
− En

z

(
i, j +

1
2

)]

− ∆t

µ0∆z

[
En

r

(
i +

1
2
, j + 1

)
− En

r

(
i +

1
2
, j

)]
. (8)
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Fig. 3. Relative location of lightning channel and overhead line.

The electric field Ex along the line at distance r0 from the
lightning return stroke channel was calculated using the 2-D
FDTD method for configuration shown in Fig. 1. An interpola-
tion technique had to be adopted in case the distance r0 does not
exactly correspond to the FDTD grid point. For the geometry
shown in Fig. 3, with r0 =

√
d2 + x2

1 , we set i = int(r0/∆r),
so that the horizontal electric field in the radial direction from
the lightning channel is

Er (r0) =
(
1− d − i∆r

∆r

)
Er (i∆r) +

d − i∆r

∆r
Er ((i+ 1)∆r)

(14)
and the horizontal electric field along the overhead line is

Ex(i) = Er (r0) cos θ = Er (r0)
x1

r0
(15)

where Ex(i) is the excitation term in the discretized electro-
magnetic coupling equations.

Using the point-centered finite-difference technique and ne-
glecting the convolution integral, we can discretize (9), (10),
(12), and (13) and solve them directly in the time domain[
vs

p(i∆x, (n + 1)∆t)
]

=
[
vs

p(i∆x, n∆t)
]

+
[C ′

pq ]
−1

∆t

[ip((i − 1)∆x, n∆t)] − [ip(i∆x, n∆t)]
∆x

,

i = 2, 3, . . . , nmax − 1 (16)

[ip(i∆x, (n + 1)∆t)] = [ip(i∆x, n∆t)]

−
[L′

pq ]
−1

∆t

[[
vs

p((i + 1)∆x, n∆t)
]
−

[
vs

p(i∆x, n∆t)
]

∆x

− [Ee
x(i∆x, hp , (n + 1)∆t)] + [Ee

x(i∆x, hp , n∆t)]
2

]
i = 1, 2, . . . , nmax − 1 (17)[

vs
p(1, (n + 1)∆t)

]
= −[R0 ][ip(1, (n+ 1)∆t)]+ [hp ]Ee

z (1, 0, (n+ 1)∆t) (18)[
vs

p(nmax, (n + 1)∆t)
]

= [RL ][ip(nmax, (n+ 1)∆t)]+ [hp ]Ee
z (nmax, (n+ 1)∆t).

(19)

The horizontal electric field Ex in (17) is computed using
the 2-D FDTD method; it can be directly inserted into the finite
difference equations to obtain the induced voltages and currents
at any position along the line.

The spatial discretization interval ∆x in (16) and (17)
equals the spatial discretization interval ∆r in the calculation
of electromagnetic fields and the time discretization interval
∆t ≤ ∆x/2c, which satisfies the Courant stability condition
∆t ≤ ∆x/c.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Lightning Strikes to Flat Ground

1) Comparison With Voltages Computed Using the 3-D
FDTD Method: Baba and Rakov [14] computed induced volt-
ages due to lightning strikes to both flat ground and tall grounded
object using the 3-D FDTD method without invoking any elec-
tromagnetic coupling model. In their simulation, a 1200-m-long
horizontal wire had a radius of 5 mm and was located 10 m above
the ground. Each end of the horizontal wire was terminated with
a 498-Ω matching resistor. The strike point was equidistant from
the line terminations. The conductivity and relative permittivity
of the earth for both flat ground case and tall grounded object
case were set to σg = 0.01 S/m and εrg = 10. The return-stroke
speed was v = c/3. The current waveform used in our simula-
tion was the one proposed by Nucci et al. [22] and adopted by
Baba and Rakov [14]. Its peak is 11 kA and peak derivative is
105 kA/µs.

In this section, we compare the results obtained using the
2-D FDTD method with those calculated using the 3-D FDTD
method for flat ground conditions. The comparison for light-
ning strikes to tall tower conditions will be presented in
Section III-B1.

From Fig. 4(a) and (b), one can see that induced voltages
calculated using the 2-D FDTD method and Agrawal coupling
model agree fairly well with those calculated using the 3-D
FDTD method.

2) Comparison With Experimental Data: In this section, we
compare lightning-induced voltages calculated using the 2-D
FDTD method and Agrawal coupling model with those mea-
sured by Barker et al. [23]. In Barker et al.’s experiment, a
rocket-triggered lightning channel was at a distance of 145 m
from the center of a two-conductor overhead line, as shown in
Fig. 5. The line was 682 m long, and the two conductors were
vertically stacked with separation between them being 1.8 m.
The line was supported by 15 wooden poles spaced about 49
m apart. The upper conductor was placed above the ground
at a height of 7.5 m and simulated the phase conductor. It was
connected to the lower conductor by 455-Ω resistors at the termi-
nation poles. The lower conductor, which simulated the neutral,
was grounded at both ends and at pole 9 (the grounding at pole
9 was treated in our model as a resistive load). The ground-
ing resistance values were between 30 and 75 Ω. Barker et al.
have measured channel-base currents, corresponding fields, and
induced voltages at poles 1, 9, and 15.

We approximated the return-stroke current measured by
Barker et al. for the only stroke in Flash 93-05 by the sum
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Fig. 4. (a) Lightning-induced voltages at the center point of the horizontal wire
at distances d = 40, 60, 100, and 200 m from the lightning channel, calculated
using the 3-D FDTD method. Taken from Baba and Rakov [14]. (b) Same as
(a) but calculated using the 2-D FDTD method and Agrawal coupling model,
examined in this paper.

Fig. 5. Experimental configuration. Adapted from Barker et al. [23].

of two Heidler functions [24]

I(0, t) =
I0

η

(t/τ1)m

(t/τ1)m + 1
exp

(
− t

τ2

)
(20)

η = exp[−(τ1/τ2)(mτ2/τ1)(1/m ) ]. (21)

We used the following values of Heidler function parameters:
I01 = 13.1 kA, τ11 = 0.22 µs, τ12 = 88 µs, m1 = 2, η1 = 0.93
for the first function, and I02 = 8.7 kA, τ21 = 0.21 µs, τ22 =
61 µs, m2 = 2, η2 = 0.92 for the second function. The mea-

Fig. 6. Comparison of measured return-stroke current for Flash 93-05 and its
approximation by two Heidler functions.

Fig. 7. Comparison of measured and calculated vertical electric field (return-
stroke only) at 110 m for Flash 93-05. In the simulation, the MTLL model was
employed.

sured return-stroke current (Flash 93-05) and its approximation
by two Heidler functions are shown in Fig. 6.

Measured and calculated vertical electric fields (return-stroke
only) at a distance of 110 m from the lightning channel are shown
in Fig. 7.

In our simulations, we varied the ground conductivity, light-
ning return-stroke speed, lightning return-stroke model, and
grounding resistance value (the same for all three grounds) to
examine their influence on the computed induced voltage at pole
9 (at the center of the line).

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8, where one can see
that the ground conductivity plays the most important role in de-
termining the magnitude of induced voltages. The return-stroke
speed has also some influence. As to the three return-stroke
models (TL, MTLL, and MTLE) and the three grounding re-
sistance values selected for the simulation, they do not seem
to have much influence on the calculated results. The match
between the simulation results and the experimental data is the
best when the ground conductivity σg = 3.5 × 10−3 S/m and
the lightning return-stroke speed v = 1.3 × 108 m/s. While our
model reproduces measured voltages at pole 9 (at the center of
the line) reasonably well, model-predicted voltages at pole 1 dif-
fer significantly from measured ones. Differences could be due
to model assumptions and uncertainties in the line terminations.
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Fig. 8. Measured and calculated voltages at pole 9 for Flash 93-05. (a) Light-
ning return-stroke speed v = 1.3 × 108 m/s, grounding resistance Rg = 50 Ω,
and ground conductivity σg is varied. (b) Ground conductivity σg = 3.5 ×
10−3 S/m, grounding resistance Rg = 50 Ω, and the return-stroke speed
is varied. (c) Ground conductivity σg = 3.5 × 10−3 S/m, lightning return-
stroke speed v = 1.3 × 108 m/s, grounding resistance Rg = 50 Ω, and return-
stroke model is varied. (d) Ground conductivity σg = 3.5 × 10−3 S/m, lightning
return-stroke speed v = 1.3 × 108 m/s, and grounding resistance is varied. In
(a), (b), and (d), the TL model was employed.

Fig. 9. (a) Lightning-induced voltages at the center point of a horizontal wire
at distances d = 40, 60, 100, and 200 m from the lightning channel, calculated
using the 3-D FDTD method. Taken from Baba and Rakov [14]. (b) Same as (a)
but calculated using the 2-D FDTD method and Agrawal coupling model.

B. Lightning Strikes to Tall Grounded Objects

1) Comparison With Voltages Computed Using the 3-D
FDTD Method: In this section, we consider lightning strikes
to a tall grounded object. The height of the strike object h =
100 m. The current reflection coefficient at the bottom of the
object was set to ρbot = 1 and the current reflection coeffi-
cient at the top of the object for upward propagating waves to
ρtop = −0.5. Other than that, the configuration is the same as
that introduced in Section III-A1.

We compare our calculated induced voltages with those of
Baba and Rakov [14] obtained using the 3-D FDTD method in
Fig. 9. It can be seen that the calculated results obtained using
these two different approaches agree well.

2) Comparison With Experimental Data: Michishita et al.
[25] have carried out induced-voltage experiments on the coast
of the Sea of Japan from 1993 to 1997. The plan view of the
experimental site is shown in Fig. 10. The height of the lightning
strike object was 200 m. A horizontal wire 2.5 mm in radius and
about 300 m in length was stretched 11 m above the ground. Both
ends of this horizontal wire were terminated in 400-Ω resistors.
The distance from the close end of the line to the strike object
was 373 m. Waveforms of lightning current at the top of the
strike object and lightning-induced voltages at both ends of the
horizontal wire were measured.

Here, we compare simulation results for Michishita et al.’s
configuration obtained using the 2-D FDTD method and the
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Fig. 10. Plan view of the experimental site. Adapted from Michishita et al.
[25].

Fig. 11. Current waveform used in [25] and its approximation used in this
paper.

Fig. 12. Comparison of calculated induced-voltage waveforms with experi-
mental data at the termination points. (a) At point A. (b) At point B (see Fig. 10).

Agrawal coupling model with measurements. Fig. 11 shows the
current waveform used by Michishita et al. and its approxi-
mation used in our simulation. We assumed that the lightning
return-stroke speed v = 1.0 × 108 m/s, and the conductivity and
relative permittivity of ground σg = 0.01 S/m and εrg = 10, re-
spectively. Following Michishita et al., we set ρtop = −0.6,
ρbot = 0.42. Measured and computed induced-voltage wave-
forms at line terminations (points A and B) are compared in
Fig. 12. It is clear from Fig. 12 that induced voltages calculated
using the 2-D FDTD method and Agrawal coupling model are
in fairly good agreement with the measured ones. Somewhat
larger differences at point A might be due to the fact that the
grounding resistance is not equal to the characteristic impedance
of the overhead line in the experiment, while in the simulation,
the grounding resistance is set to be equal to the characteristic
impedance of the overhead line in order to avoid reflections at
the terminals.

IV. SUMMARY

We examined the 2-D FDTD method combined with the
Agrawal electromagnetic coupling model for calculation of
lightning-induced voltages on a single or multiconductor over-
head line over lossy ground without employing the Cooray–
Rubinstein formula. This approach generally provides suffi-
ciently accurate results, while it greatly reduces the memory
requirements and computation time as compared to the 3-D
FDTD method. Specifically, it can save nearly half of the stor-
age space and needs only a few minutes to obtain the final result.
From the analysis carried out in this paper, it can be seen that
induced voltages appear to be strongly dependent on ground
conductivity, somewhat influenced by return-stroke speed, and
essentially independent of return-stroke model (TL, MTLL, or
MTLE).
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